A shared RNA-binding site in the Pet54 protein is required for translational activation and group I intron splicing in yeast mitochondria
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ABSTRACT

The Pet54p protein is an archetypical example of a dual functioning ('moonlighting') protein: it is required for translational activation of the COX3 mRNA and splicing of the aI5β group I intron in the COX1 pre-mRNA in Saccharomyces cerevisiae mitochondria (mt). Genetic and biochemical analyses in yeast are consistent with Pet54p forming a complex with other translational activators that, in an unknown way, associates with the 5′ untranslated leader (UTL) of COX3 mRNA. Likewise, genetic analysis suggests that Pet54p along with another distinct set of proteins facilitate splicing of the aI5β intron, but the function of Pet54 is, also, obscure. In particular, it remains unknown whether Pet54p is a primary RNA-binding protein that specifically recognizes the 5′ UTL and intron RNAs or whether its functional specificity is governed in other ways. Using recombinant protein, we show that Pet54p forms a complex with other translational activators that, in an unknown way, associates with the 5′ untranslated leader (UTL) of COX3 mRNA. Likewise, genetic analysis suggests that Pet54p along with another distinct set of proteins facilitate splicing of the aI5β intron, but the function of Pet54 is, also, obscure. In particular, it remains unknown whether Pet54p is a primary RNA-binding protein that specifically recognizes the 5′ UTL and intron RNAs or whether its functional specificity is governed in other ways. Using recombinant protein, we show that Pet54p forms a complex with other translational activators that, in an unknown way, associates with the 5′ untranslated leader (UTL) of COX3 mRNA. Likewise, genetic analysis suggests that Pet54p along with another distinct set of proteins facilitate splicing of the aI5β intron, but the function of Pet54 is, also, obscure. In particular, it remains unknown whether Pet54p is a primary RNA-binding protein that specifically recognizes the 5′ UTL and intron RNAs or whether its functional specificity is governed in other ways. Using recombinant protein, we show that Pet54p binds with high specificity and affinity to the aI5β intron and facilitates exon ligation in vitro. In addition, Pet54p binds with similar affinity to the COX3 5′ UTL RNA. Competition experiments show that the COX3 5′ UTL and aI5β intron RNAs bind to the same or overlapping surface on Pet54p. Delineation of the Pet54p-binding sites by RNA deletions and RNase footprinting show that Pet54p binds across a similar length sequence in both RNAs. Alignment of the sequences shows significant (56%) similarity and overlap between the binding sites. Given that its role in splicing is likely an acquired function, these data support a model in which Pet54p's splicing function may have resulted from a fortuitous association with the aI5β intron. This association may have lead to the selection of Pet54p variants that increased the efficiency of aI5β splicing and provided a possible means to coregulate COX1 and COX3 expression.

INTRODUCTION

Group I introns are mobile genetic elements that have colonized diverse sets of organisms including bacteria, bacteriophage and unicellular eukaryotes (1). As one example, the mitochondrion (mt) of Saccharomyces cerevisiae contain up to nine group I introns that are found within the cytochrome oxidase (COX) 1, apocytochrome b (COB) and large ribosomal RNA genes (2). While some group I introns can self-splice in vitro, most are believed to require proteins for splicing in vivo. In fact, genetic analysis in fungi has shown that a number of nuclear encoded mt proteins are required for group I intron splicing. In most cases, individual proteins show high substrate specificity and facilitate splicing of only one intron. Interestingly, in a few specific cases, these proteins have additional mt functions, such as aminoacylation or translational activation, and splicing function likely reflects the secondary adaptation of each protein (3). Thus, investigations of such group I intron cofactors provides a rich opportunity to understand details of molecular evolution that may be pertinent in the selection of other multifunctional ('moonlighting') proteins in more complex organisms, such as pre-mRNA splicing cofactors which are secondarily involved in mRNA export and translational regulation (4,5).

The Pet54p protein is an intriguing example of a nuclear encoded moonlighting protein in yeast mt. Disruption of the PET54 gene affects both the processing of the aI5β group I intron in the COX1 pre-mRNA and the translation of the COX3 mRNA (6,7). Despite extensive investigations, the mechanisms of Pet54p function in these two unrelated processes remains elusive.
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In particular, it is unknown whether Pet54p is a primary RNA-binding protein that specifically recognizes both RNAs or whether its functional specificity is governed in other ways.

Pet54p is a small, ∼35-kDa protein that contains an RNA recognition motif (RRM) near its C-terminus. Genetic and biochemical analyses have established that Pet54p interacts with two other factors, Pet122 and Pet494, and this complex functionally interacts with the 5′ untranslated leader (UTL) of COX3 mRNA. The multipart complex is essential for COX3 translation, since disruption of any component severely reduces COX3 protein production (8,9). How the complex assembles on the 5′ UTL and promotes translation is not known, but, once bound, it may serve to facilitate ribosome recognition of the AUG start codon (9–11). The presence of an RRM in Pet54p is suggestive that the protein binds to the 5′ UTL of COX3, but no direct evidence exists to show this is the case. However, deletions within the COX3 5′ UTL exacerbate the respiratory-deficient (mt-impaired) phenotype of a missense mutation just downstream of the RRM motif in Pet54p. These observations are thought to reflect a functional interaction between Pet54p and RNA (8).

The role of Pet54p in promoting aI5β splicing is even less clear. Like all group I introns, the aI5 intron must fold into an active conformation to catalyze the self-splicing reaction (12,13). Genetic analyses have shown that aI5β splicing efficiency is reduced when one of five mt targeted nuclear genes, including PET54, is disrupted (3,6). An attractive hypothesis is that Pet54p along with the other proteins function to facilitate folding of the intron. Protein involvement in group I intron folding has been demonstrated in vitro for the Neurospora crassa mt tyrosyl tRNA synthetase, S. cerevisiae mt CBP2 and Aspergillus nidulans I-Anil proteins (14–17). The disruption of the PET54 gene does not appear to affect the splicing of any other yeast mt group I intron suggesting that the protein may interact directly with the aI5β intron or one of its other cofactors (6).

As a starting point to understand how Pet54p functions as both an activator of COX3 translation and as an essential cofactor in the splicing of aI5β intron, we have analyzed its interaction with both RNA ligands using recombinant Pet54p purified from bacteria. UV cross-linking experiments provide evidence that Pet54p specifically recognizes both the COX3 5′ UTL and the COX1 pre-mRNA containing the aI5β intron. In vitro experiments are consistent with Pet54p facilitating the exon ligation step of aI5β splicing. Competition experiments show that both COX3 5′ UTL and aI5β containing pre-RNA bind to the same or overlapping sites in Pet54p. RNA mapping and mutational experiments demonstrate that Pet54p binds to regions in each RNA that share sequence similarity. Collectively, these observations are consistent with Pet54p using analogous interactions to bind both RNAs and support a model in which a fortuitous association with the aI5β intron provided the opportunity by which Pet54p adapted to function in splicing.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Molecular cloning and mutagenesis**

The aI5β intron containing COX1 gene was amplified from mt genomic DNA isolated from the BY4741 yeast strain using the primers A15Top (5′-GGCGAAATCTTAA TACCGACTCCTATAGGGTCCAGATTAATTT TAATAAGTGTGTC GTC) and A15Bot (5′-GGAGACG TCACCGTGAAGTCATCAAAAAAAAAAAAG) to make pAI5FL. The downstream truncated aI5β intron construct (pAI5Prox) was made using A15Top primer and the A15 Prox (5′-GGAGACGTCCTTAATTTTATTAGTTAAT TTAA), which hybridized just downstream of the catalytic core of aI5β (see Figure 1). The COX3 5′ UTL was also amplified from mt genomic DNA using the primers T7COX3UTL (5′- GGCGAAATTCGAGGAT ATACGACTCCTATAGGGTCCAGATTAATTT TAATAAGTGTGTC GTC) and COX3UTLBOT (5′-GGAGACG TCACCGTGAAGTCATCAAAAAAAAAAAAG) to make pCOX3UTL. Each PCR product contained a T7 RNA polymerase promoter for in vitro transcription. The PCR products were cloned in pGFP UV vector (Clontech, Mountain View, CA., USA). The aI5β and UTL constructs were sequenced completely.
PCR templates were used to generate transcripts containing RNA subdomains. For aI5β, the P1 + INS template was amplified from pai5Prox using A15Top and Delta P4-5Bot (5′-GGAGGCTTTAATATTATAAGAGTTCCCCGTTTA), while the P3-3E template was amplified from a version of pai5FL deleted for the large insertion sequence downstream of P1 using Delta P1Top (5′-GCGGAATTCTAATACGCTACTAATAGGGTGTCGTGCTTAAATTCACTA) and A15. Proc. For COX3UTL, the COX3UPST template was amplified from pCOX3UTL using primers T7COX3UTL and 8A1 (5′-CTCTTTTCGACCGGATTATTATTC), while the COX3DNST template was amplified from pCOX3UTL using primers 8A2 (5′-GGTAATACGACTCATAAGGAGATAAATAATCCGGTCGAAAGAG) and COX3UTLBOT. The PET54 gene was amplified from genomic DNA using the primers PET54Top (5′-GCCGATCCGATGAGCCCTCTAGTAAAGCTATTA) and PET54Bot (5′-GGAGCTTTTACTAAGGATGTTCAATTAATA). The PCR product was cloned into the pet28b vector (EMD Biosciences, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) downstream of a His6 tag that was used for protein purification. The Pet54p expression clone was sequenced completely.

**Protein expression and purification**

Initial experiments showed that recombinant Pet54p was largely insoluble when expressed in *E. coli* and so protein purification was performed under denaturing conditions. Recombinant Pet54p was expressed and purified essentially as described previously for the I-AniI protein (19) with the following exceptions. The lysis, wash and elution buffers contained 6 M guanidine-HCl. The eluted protein was renatured by dialysis against a series of buffers containing decreasing concentrations of guanidine-HCl. The final dialysis was against 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.9, 500 (or 100) mM NaCl and 50% glycerol. The protein was stored at −20°C. Protein concentration was determined by an absorption of 279 nm in 6 M guanidine-HCl, 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5 using the calculated extinction coefficient of 43 320 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹. A small contaminating peptide (~7 kDa) was present in each preparation and the A279 value was corrected for its presence prior to calculating the Pet54p concentration.

For filter binding and RNA footprinting experiments, Pet54p lacking the first 20 amino acids (Pet54Δ20p) of its N-terminus was used. This truncation results in more soluble protein allowing for purification under native conditions. Both Pet54Δ20p and recombinant Mrs1p were purified as described previously for the I-AniI protein with the exception that Pet54Δ20p was expressed at 16°C for 20 h (18).

**RNA transcription and purification**

All plasmids were digested with HindIII. Transcription reactions were in 50 or 100 µl of reaction medium containing 2–5 µg of plasmid DNA, 5 U/µl phage T7 RNA polymerase, 25 mM NaCl, 8 mM MgCl₂, 40 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.5–1 mM NTPs and 1 U/µl RNase OUT (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) for 60–120 min at 37°C. ³²P-labeled transcripts used in cross-linking experiments were synthesized by adding 1 µCi/µl [α-³²P]UTP (3000 Ci/mmol; ICN Biomedicals, Irvine, CA, USA) to a transcription mix containing 0.5 mM 4-thioUTP (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA), 0.5 mM UTP, 1 mM of each remaining NTP. High specific-activity transcripts used in filter-binding experiments were synthesized by adding 4 µCi/µl [α-³²P]UTP (3000 Ci/mmol; ICN Biomedicals) to a transcription mix containing 0.04 mM UTP, 0.4 mM of each remaining NTP.

To generate end-labeled adenosine- or cytosine-phosphorothioate containing RNAs, the transcription mix included 1 mM guanosine, 0.025 mM ATPs or 0.063 mM CTPs (Glenn Research, Sterling, VA, USA) along with the remaining nucleotide triphosphates. For all synthesis reactions, after transcription, the DNA template was digested with DNase I (0.5 U/µl; FPLC-purified; Pharmacia Biotech Inc., Piscataway, NJ, USA) for 20 min at 37°C. Transcripts were extracted with phenol-chloroform-isooamyl alcohol (phenol-CIA; 25:24:1 v/v/v), centrifuged through a Sephadex G-50 (Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO, USA) spun column. Unsubstituted transcripts were prepared similarly but without phosphorothioate triphosphates.

Transcripts were 5' end-labeled as described (17). The end-labeled and high specific-activity transcripts were further purified by denaturing gel electrophoresis. For all experiments, prior to use, RNA was heated to 90°C in H₂O for 20 s and placed on ice.

**UV cross-linking**

For the cross-linking experiments, internally ³²P-labeled 4-thiouridine containing transcript (20 nM) was incubated in the absence or presence of Pet54p (~250 nM) in 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl and 7 mM MgCl₂ (TMN buffer) for 10 min. For competition experiments, unlabeled competitor RNAs were included at a final concentration of 50 to 750 nM (see Figures 2 and 3 legends). The reaction mixture was then placed in a 96-well plate on ice and irradiated at 312 nm in a UV Stratalinker 1800 (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) for 20 min. A ribonuclease cocktail of RNaseA and T1 was added (Worthington Biochemical Corp., Lakewood, NJ, USA) and the RNA was digested for 60 min at 42°C. The products were separated on a 10% SDS–PAGE gel. The dried gels were visualized with a phosphorimagener (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) or exposure to X-ray film. All experiments were repeated with identical results.

**RNA splicing assays**

5' ³²P-end-labeled aI5β pre-RNA was incubated in TMN buffer supplemented with 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 0.7 U/µl of RNase OUT, 1 mM GTP and 0.7 µg/µl tRNA for 5 min at 37°C. Pet54p (final concentration, ~250 nM) and/or Mrs1p (final concentration 1 µM) were added to initiate the splicing reaction. Aliquots were removed at increasing times and the reaction quenched with 1 µl of 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0) and extraction with phenol-CIA.
The reaction products were separated in a denaturing 10% polyacrylamide/7 M urea/5% glycerol gel and the dried gels were visualized with a phosphorimager. Titration experiments confirmed that the concentrations of Mrs1p and Pet54p were saturating for these experiments.

Delineation of Pet54p-binding sites

For boundary experiments, 5'-32P-labeled phosphorothioate substituted RNA was cleaved with iodine (80 nM final concentration) for 10 min at 42°C. Iodine was removed by ethanol precipitation and the RNA resuspended in water. For T1 digestion, nonsubstituted 5'-32P-labeled RNA was cleaved with T1 (5 U; Ambion) for 10 min at 50°C, extracted with phenol-CIA, ethanol precipitation and the RNA resuspended in water. Pet54p (~250 nM) and RNA (10 nM) were incubated in TNM buffer at 37°C for 5 min and then filtered through a nitrocellulose filter that was subsequently washed with 3 ml of TNM buffer. Pet54p-bound RNA was recovered by extraction of the filter with phenol-CIA and ethanol precipitation. The products were separated in a denaturing 6% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel and the dried gels were visualized with a phosphorimager. The experiments were repeated with identical results.
RNA binding

For $K_a$ measurements, ~2 pM $^{32}$P-labeled RNA was incubated with 0 to 500 nM Pet54p in 50 μl TMN buffer containing 0.25 μg/μl heparin and 0.1 μg/μl bovine serum albumin at 37°C. The complexes were filtered after 30 min through nitrocellulose (BA85; Schleicher and Schuell, Keene, NH, USA), washed with 3 ml of buffer, dried and counted using a Beckman-Coulter LS6500 scintillation counter (Beckman-Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). The data were fit to the following equation: Fraction RNA bound = $A \times E/(E + K_d^{app})$ where $A$ is the total amplitude bound and $E$ is the concentration of Pet54p and $K_d^{app}$ is the apparent equilibrium binding constant. Each titration was repeated two to four times and errors are expressed as standard deviations.

RNA footprinting

5'end-labeled transcripts (~3 nM) were incubated in the absence or presence of Pet54p (1.25 or 2.5 μM) in TMN buffer plus 10 ng/μl E. coli tRNA at 37°C for 10 min. Aliquots (15 μl) were treated with either buffer, RNase 1 (2.1 U, Ambion) or RNase V1 (0.012 U, Ambion) for 20 s and the reactions stopped by addition of 2 μl of aurin tricarboxylic acid, 1 μl of 0.5 M EDTA and extraction with phenol-CIA. The products were separated in a series of denaturing 6% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel and the dried gels were visualized and quantified with a phosphor-imager. The bands were identified based on comigration of denaturing 6% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel and the dried gels were visualized and quantified with a phosphor-imager. Because single nucleotide resolution is more difficult with fragments larger than 150 nt, the assignment of the ends of larger fragments may be 2 or 3 nt displaced. The data were analyzed by subtracting background (based on mock-treated control samples) and band intensities were normalized for each lane with respect to the precursor RNA to account for any loading differences in each lane. Residues were scored protected by Pet54p if the band intensity was <50% of those in the absence of protein (17).

RESULTS

Cloning PET54, the 5' UTL of COX3 and aI5β containing pre-RNA into expression vectors

The PET54 gene was amplified by PCR from yeast genomic DNA and cloned into a bacterial expression vector. The construct contained a short His6-tag fused to the N-terminus of Pet54 that was used to purify the protein using affinity chromatography (see Materials and Methods section). The 613-nt 5' UTL of COX3 along with the upstream tRNA$^{val}$ gene and the aI5β intron with flanking exon sequences were amplified by PCR and cloned into a vector downstream of a T7 RNA polymerase promoter for use in generating RNAs via in vitro transcription (see Materials and Methods section). The COX3 5' UTL is numbered relative to the first base (+1) of the mRNA coding region: 5' end of the leader is designated −613 and the last base is −1 (7). The 1604-nt aI5β pre-RNA includes a 12-nt 5' exon, the catalytic core, an open reading frame encoding a degenerate homing endonuclease and the 3' splice site (SS) followed by an 18-nt 3' exon (Figure 1). Notably, the aI5β intron contains a noncanonical 162-nt AU-rich insertion sequence that interrupts the normally 3-nt J3/4 sequence between the 5' strands of P3 and P4 (Figure 1). To facilitate in vitro transcription yield, we also created a shorter RNA that contained the 5' exon and catalytic core followed by a short sequence extension (aI5β 3'TR pre-RNA). Equilibrium binding experiments demonstrated that Pet54p has the same affinity for the truncated and full-length aI5β pre-RNAs (data not shown), and we used this RNA for some of the experiments described below.

Pet54p specifically associates with aI5β RNA and facilitates the exon ligation step of splicing in vitro

To test if recombinant Pet54p was capable of binding the aI5β pre-RNA in the absence of other splicing cofactors, we performed UV cross-linking experiments. Internally labeled, 4-thiouridine containing RNAs were incubated with Pet54p, exposed to UV light, the RNA degraded by RNases and the products separated by SDS-PAGE. As shown in Figure 2A, Pet54p was cross-linked with the aI5β pre-RNA in this assay. Control experiments showed that the crosslink was dependent on 4-thiouridine substitution and UV irradiation (data not shown). Some group I intron cofactors recognize conserved structural features in group I introns and thus binds to multiple introns indiscriminately (3). To test the specificity of the Pet54p interaction, unlabeled group I intron competitor RNAs were included in the cross-linking reactions. Figure 2A shows that inclusion of full-length aI5β pre-RNA significantly decreased cross-linking efficiency. In contrast, the presence of the mt COB group I intron RNA from A. nidulans did not decrease cross-linking efficiency. Like the aI5β intron, the COB intron transcript is AU rich (65%) and folding studies suggest that almost all of the conserved secondary structure elements are formed in this intron (17). These data suggest that cross-linking is reporting a specific interaction between Pet54p and the aI5β pre-RNA and, furthermore, Pet54p does not recognize conserved secondary structural features in group I introns.

We have recently developed an in vitro splicing assay with the aI5β intron and the Mrs1p protein (A.L. Bifano and M.G. Caprara, in preparation). The aI5β intron does not self-splice in vitro under near physiological concentrations of divalent cations (7 mM Mg$^{2+}$). However, binding of recombinant Mrs1p protein efficiently facilitated the first step of aI5β splicing in vitro (A.L. Bifano and M.G. Caprara, in preparation; Figure 2B). A plot of the fraction of pre-RNA spliced versus time showed that the first step occurred with a rate of 0.02±(0.005) min$^{-1}$. However, the fraction of RNA that underwent the second step was only 0.04±(0.009) after 3 h and may reflect that the 3'SS was not properly positioned in the aI5β catalytic core or the intron did not undergo the appropriate conformational changes required for the exon ligation [e.g. (19,20)]. Addition of Pet54p slightly decreased the overall fraction of RNA that underwent splicing but increased the
Pet54p binds with high affinity to subdomains within the COX3 5' UTL and aI5β pre-RNA. In each experiment, trace amounts of internally 32P-radiolabeled RNA was incubated with increasing amounts of Pet54p (0–500 nM) and complexes filtered onto nitrocellulose and the fraction of RNA bound calculated by the fraction of radioactivity retained on the filters versus the total filtered. The data were fit to an equilibrium binding equation (see Materials and Methods section). (A) Binding of aI5β 3'TR RNA and 5' and 3' truncations. As shown in the schematic, P1 + INS, contains 5' exon through to the end of the insertion sequence; P3-3E, contains the intron core with the insertion sequence deleted. The open diamond symbols represent binding of the A. nidulans COB group I intron. In the schematic, the 5' exon is black, the 5' strand of P3 is gray and the insertion sequence is striped. (B) Binding of COX3 5' UTL and 5' and 3' truncations. As shown in the schematic, UPST contains the first 302 nt of the UTL; DNST contains UTL sequence from A-312 to U-1. COX3 coding sequence (+1 and beyond) is shown for orientation but was not included in the RNAs tested. The open diamond symbols represent binding of the A. nidulans COB group I intron.

amplitude of ligated exons to 0.06 (±0.002), a modest but reproducible increase of 1.5-fold (Figure 2B). The rate of ligation was not changed significantly by the addition of Pet54p (0.028 ± 0.007 versus 0.022 ± 0.006 min⁻¹). Control experiments showed that Pet54p did not facilitate splicing in the absence of Mrslp (data not shown). Thus, in the minimal aI5β in vitro splicing reaction, Pet54p appears to function primarily to increase the efficiency of exon ligation.

Overlapping binding sites in Pet54p for COX3 5' UTL and COX1 aI5β containing RNAs

We performed UV cross-linking experiments (see above) to assess if Pet54p also directly interacts with the COX3 5' UTL. Indeed, as with the aI5β pre-RNA, Pet54p formed an efficient crosslink with 4-thiouridine containing COX3 5' UTL RNA (Figure 3A). To assess if the Pet54p used a single site for binding to the COX3 5' UTL RNA and COX1 aI5β containing RNAs, unlabeled competitor UTL and group I intron RNAs were included in the reaction mixture. Figure 3A shows that inclusion of unlabeled COX3 5'UTL, full length or truncated (aI5β 3'TR) aI5β RNAs abolished cross-linking of 4-thiouridine substituted COX3 5'UTL. In contrast, inclusion of the A. nidulans COB group I intron had no effect on cross-linking efficiency. Identical results were found for 4-thiouridine substituted aI5β 3'TR RNA (Figure 3B). Collectively, these observations provide evidence that Pet54p interacts specifically with both COX3 5' UTL and aI5β pre-RNA. In addition, the ability of aI5β RNA to compete for binding to COX3 5'UTL and vice versa suggest that Pet54p contains a single or overlapping binding sites for each RNA.

Binding of COX3 5' UTL and COX1 aI5β pre-RNA to Pet54p

To directly measure the binding affinity of Pet54p to its respective ligands and begin to delineate the RNA-binding sites, we carried out equilibrium binding assays on full length and truncated transcripts. For the aI5β 3'TR RNA (493 nt), Pet54p bound with a $K_{d}^{app}$ of 18.5(±6) nM while the A. nidulans COB intron showed little detectable binding (Figure 4A). Pet54p binds to the COX3 5' UTL with a $K_{d}^{app}$ of 20.8(±8) nM, an affinity equal to that of the aI5β RNA (Figure 4B). The finding that Pet54p binds with similar affinity to the intron and UTL RNAs raises the possibility that Pet54p recognizes similar binding sites in both RNAs.

We next split the aI5β 3'TR RNA into two fragments to assess whether Pet54p bound within the aI5β group I intron catalytic core or to a region peripheral to the core. In this regard, a 233-nt RNA (P1 + INS) was synthesized that contained the 5' exon through to the end of the idiosyncratic sequence that is inserted between the 5' strands of P3 and P4 helices (Figures 1 and 4A). Pet54p bound this RNA bound with near wild-type affinity [$K_{d}^{app} = 18.2(±9)$ nM] providing evidence that the Pet54p recognizes sequences and/or structures within P1 through the insertion sequence (Figure 4A). In contrast, a 306-nt RNA (P3-3E) that contained the catalytic core of the intron (with the insertion sequence deleted), from P3...
through the 3' exon, was not appreciably bound by Pet54p (Figure 4A). These findings demonstrate that Pet54p does not bind to the intron catalytic core, but, instead, primarily recognizes the 5' region of the a15β RNA.

In a parallel analysis, the COX3 5'UTL was split into approximately equal-sized fragments containing the 5' or 3' halves of the RNA. Pet54p bound with ~2-fold decrease in affinity \( [K_{\text{a, app}} = 31.9 (\pm 3) \, \text{nM}] \) to an RNA fragment composed of the first 302 nt of the UTL (from A −613 to G −311; COX3UPST, Figure 4B). In contrast, Pet54p did not bind an RNA fragment containing the remaining UTL sequence from A −312 to U −1 (COX3DNST; Figure 4B). Thus, as in the case for the a15β pre-RNA, Pet54p shows high affinity and selective binding to a subdomain within the COX3 5' UTL.

### Mapping the Pet54p-binding site in COX3 5' UTL and COX1 a15β containing RNAs

The truncation experiments described above demonstrated that Pet54p bound to 5' upstream regions in both COX3 5' UTL and COX1 a15β RNAs. To more precisely define the smallest 5' fragment that can be bound by Pet54p, we employed a ‘boundary assay’ that has been used to map protein-binding sites in rRNA (e.g. 21). In these experiments, either 5' end-labeled phosphorothioate (NzS)-substituted RNAs were treated with iodine that cleaves at each phosphorothioate linkage or unsubstituted RNA was treated with RNase T1 that cleaves after guanosine. In both cases, cleavage generates a number of fragments that are then incubated with protein. RNA fragments capable of binding protein are captured on a nitrocellulose filter, eluted and then separated on a denaturing gel. Comparison of the bound and unselected fragments identifies the shortest RNA capable of binding protein (21).

For 5' end-labeled A2S substituted a15β 3'TR RNA, Pet54p strongly bound RNAs that contained intron sequence up to A60, within the noncanonical insertion sequence (Figure 5A). Furthermore, Pet54p also bound fragments terminating at A60, but the reduced intensity of these bands relative to the other bound fragments is consistent with the protein having a reduced affinity for these RNAs. Taken together, these results show that virtually the entire intron catalytic core was not required for Pet54p binding and that the minimal 5' terminal fragment bound by Pet54p is 62 nt. This includes 5' exon (12 nt), the remainder of P1 helix, the 5' strand of P3 and some sequences in the insertion sequence (50 nt total) of the a15β RNA (see the schematics in Figures 1 and 6A).

The COX3 5' UTL RNA is very A rich, and fragments generated from iodine cleavage of A2S substituted material were not sufficiently resolved by gel electrophoresis to accurately assign the identity of fragments bound to Pet54p. We therefore used CzS substituted RNA as well as T1-digested material. Experiments with cleaved CzS UTL RNAs showed that Pet54p bound 5' end-labeled fragments that contained sequence up to C −410 while assays with the T1-digested material showed that Pet54p could also bind a shorter fragment terminating at G −476 (Figure 5B). Interestingly, COX3 5'UTL RNA terminated just upstream of G −476, at C −480, was poorly bound by Pet54p (see asterisk, Figure 5). This suggests that the 137-nt fragment defined by the first base of the UTL (A −613) and terminating at G −476 contains the Pet54p-binding site.

### Footprinting the Pet54p-binding sites on the a15β pre-RNA and COX3 5' UTL

To identify the Pet54p-binding sites within the 5' ends of both RNAs, RNA footprinting experiments were performed. The accessibility of the RNA ligands' phosphate backbones in the presence and absence of Pet54p was probed by partial ribonuclease digestion. The RNA was digested with the double-stranded specific RNase V1 while single-stranded regions were probed with RNase 1, and the results are shown in Figure 6. Interestingly, in both cases, Pet54p binding did not result in protection of any V1 cleavage sites, and, importantly, only a subset of RNase 1 cleavage sites were protected suggesting that Pet54p primarily binds single-stranded regions in both RNAs.

For the a15β 3'TR pre-RNA, there were four regions of protection from RNase 1 digestion: within the P1 stem-loop, both in exon and intron sequences (from residues −g3 to A9), in the junction between P1 and P3 (J1/3; C22-A27) and in two segments of the insertion sequence (from A52 to U53 and U67 to A69; Figure 6A). Interestingly, positions −g3 to U3 are also cleaved with V1 consistent with these positions being base paired in the P1 helix (Figure 6A). The cleavage by both V1 and 1 RNases suggests that the paired and unpaired states of this helix are in dynamic equilibrium. The lack of protection from RNase V1 cleavage by protein binding may reflect that Pet54p-binding results in stabilization of the P1 helix while protection of positions in the P1 loop (A4–A9) may reflect direct binding by the protein. Interestingly, in the insertion
sequence, the two regions protected from RNase 1 cleavage are both surrounded by regions cleaved by V1 suggesting that they are in loops or bulges within adjacent helices (Figure 6A).

Importantly, the protected regions lie within and adjacent to the sequences found to be critical for Pet54p binding in the boundary assay (Figure 5A). In this regard, the first two protected regions are within the minimal Pet54p bound 5' fragment that terminated at A50 (shown in Figure 6A and see above). The third and fourth regions are just upstream and downstream of the high-affinity boundary, defined by the fragment ending at A60 (Figures 5A and 6A). Collectively, these results demonstrate that Pet54p-binding sites are within single-stranded regions close to the 5' end of the aI5β RNA.

The COX3 5'UTL also showed multiple regions of protection from RNase 1 when bound to Pet54p (Figure 6B). Two of these regions (A −537 to A −529 and C −523 to A −512) are separated by only 5 nt, while the third region (A −590 to A −582) is further upstream. Poor V1 cleavage efficiency in this region of the RNA makes it difficult to judge the amount of secondary structure, however, given that RNase 1 cleaves only at selective positions suggests that the UTL contains significant secondary and/or tertiary structure. Presumably, the protected regions are close in the folded structure of the UTL.
The lengths of RNA containing the binding sites for a15β (not including the P1 paired nts –3–3) and COX3 5′ UTL identified by RNase footprinting are of similar size (66 versus 78 nt, respectively) and the sequences are extremely AU rich (89% and 96%, respectively) suggesting that Pet54p may recognize related sequences in both RNAs. Indeed, alignment of these sequences show 56% identity (40/71), with the 5′ and 3′ boundaries of the protected fragments overlapping (Figure 6C). Although the 5′ most protected residues are not precisely aligned, both contain an AAUA sequence (Figure 6C). The 3′ most protected residues align at a UAA (Figure 6C). Interestingly, the protected sequence from C22 to A27 in a15β RNA shares significant identity (67%) with the aligned COX UTL sequence. However, the lack of RNase 1 digestion in this region of the UTL prevents making strong conclusions about whether Pet54p binds to this region of the COX3 5′ UTL. Thus, while RNase footprinting analysis is restricted by a limited number of regions that show cleavage, these observations are consistent with Pet54p recognizing related sequences and/or structures within similar spatial constraints in both of its RNA ligands. These observations are reminiscent of the E. coli S7 and S15 ribosomal proteins that interact with different subdomains of 16S rRNA as well as their own mRNAs. In these cases, the RNA-binding sites are spread over a rather long, differently folded sequences that contain multiple, short (2–5 nt) stretches of strong identity (22–24).

**DISCUSSION**

Pet54p cooperates with two distinct sets of proteins to activate COX3 translation and facilitate excision of the a15β intron from the COX1 pre-mRNA. However, prior to this analysis, it was not known whether Pet54p was a specific RNA-binding protein, and if so, whether it recognized both of its ligands by a similar mechanism. In this study we show that recombinant Pet54p bound with high specificity and affinity to both the COX3 5′ UTL and a15β pre-RNA in the absence of other cofactors demonstrating that it functions, in part, by interacting directly to both RNAs. Competition experiments were consistent with Pet54p using overlapping binding sites to interact with both RNAs. In support of this, we identified Pet54p-binding sites within the COX3 5′ UTL and a15β pre-RNA by truncation experiments and RNase footprinting and showed that the sites are similar in spatial context and sequence. Collectively, these results suggest that Pet54p binds both RNAs in an analogous manner and, as discussed below, provides insight into the individual functions of Pet54p and its evolution as a splicing cofactor.

**Translation activation of COX3**

The protein products of the PET54, PET122 and PET494 genes are required for translation of the COX3 mRNA, and our results are consistent with Pet54p interacting directly with the 5′ UTL to mediate translational activation. Synthetic lethal and genetic suppression studies were consistent with a model in which Pet54p and Pet122p functionally interact with the 5′ UTL of COX3, and splicing of the a15β intron, but whether all of these proteins act directly to facilitate splicing and what roles they play are unknown (3). We have shown that Mrs1p binding is sufficient to facilitate a15β splicing in vitro, but the exon

**Figure 7.** Model for Pet54p function in translational activation (A) and splicing (B). A common RNA-binding domain is used to interact with both RNAs, whereas different effector domains are required for each function. (A) The model for COX3 translational activation is adapted from references 8 and 31. The stem–loop shown is to emphasize that the UTL is likely structured but direct evidence for Pet54p binding to a stem–loop in the UTL is speculative (see Results section). (B) For the a15β pre-RNA, the P1 and P10 interactions that position the exons (thick lines) into the catalytic core (thin lines with arrows) are emphasized. Interactions with the 3′ exon are shown to emphasize one possible model for Pet54p splicing function.
ligation step is inefficient (Figure 2B; A.L. Bifano and M.G. Caprara, in preparation). Here we show that Pet54p binds with high specificity to the a15β pre-RNA, and it associates primarily with the very 5' end of the intron. Binding of Pet54p does not facilitate general catalytic activity of the a15β intron in vitro, but, instead, increases the efficiency of the exon ligation step. The increase in the fraction of molecules that undergo the second step is modest ~1.5-fold suggesting that other factors may collaborate with Pet54p to assist in this step. While the mechanism of action is still under investigation, the finding that Pet54p binds to the 5' end of a15β raises the possibility that it may assist in stabilizing the interaction of the 3' exon with the intron's internal guide sequence (P10 pairing) that serves to position the 3' SS for ligation after the first step in splicing (Figure 7; 12). On the other hand, results from the RNase mapping experiments suggest that binding of Pet54p also stabilizes pairing of the 5' exon to the internal guide sequence (P1 pairing). Thus, Pet54p may assist in splicing by preventing premature dissociation of the 5' exon after the first step in splicing.

Previously it was shown by northern analysis that a15β containing COX1 pre-mRNAs accumulated in PET54 disruption strains suggesting that the protein also is important in the first splicing step (6). Presumably our in vitro conditions mask this contribution of Pet54p in splicing. However, given that Pet54p binding appears to stabilize the P1 pairing, it may act by promoting docking of the 5' exon into the intron's catalytic core. Regardless of the specific mechanism, the observation that Pet54p interacts near (or at) the SSs makes it unique among characterized group I intron cofactors, which primarily bind to and stabilize the active structure of the intron core (3,14–17).

Evolutionary implications

Our findings show that Pet54p uses the same or overlapping binding sites to interact with the COX3 5' UTL and the a15β intron and a part of the recognition involves related features that span ~60 nt in both RNAs. Given that splicing is likely a secondary adaptation of the protein (see Introduction section), these observations support a model in which Pet54p became involved in a15β processing by virtue of a fortuitous interaction with sequences and/or structures in the intron that resembled its native recognition site in COX3 5' UTL. A specific function for Pet54p may have been selected over time if changes in the protein increased the efficiency of splicing. It would be essential that these changes did not impair Pet54p translational activation function; thus, in this model, 'effector domains' of Pet54p are predicted to be separate. In support of this hypothesis, mutations that affect one or the other function have been discovered providing evidence that both functions of Pet54p are genetically separable (27). Together with our data, this latter observation suggests that the splicing function of Pet54p may include both RNA binding and effector domains (Figure 7).

Group I intron cofactors either use pre-existing nucleic acid-binding sites to facilitate splicing or 'develop' new binding sites from nonfunctional surfaces. For example, a conserved RNA-binding domain in the yeast mitochondrial leucyl-tRNA synthetase is critical for its role in aminoacylation, as well as promoting splicing of the b14 intron (28). In contrast, the homing endonuclease I-AnI from Aspergillus and the mt tyrosyl tRNA synthetase from Neurospora both have developed independent group I intron RNA-binding sites (29–31). The Pet54p protein appears to have traveled a unique evolutionary path. On the one hand, it uses a pre-existing RNA-binding site for binding to the a15β intron, but another, yet to be defined surface, is primarily important for splicing and not translational activation. Thus, in other cases, the evolution of coordinated gene expression at the RNA level may similarly involve the development of protein cofactors that use a single recognition mechanism for two or more substrates, with binding regulating different steps in the expression of individual genes. Continuing studies of the structure and functions of Pet54p should provide new insights into how RNA-binding proteins, in general, may be exploited for other functions in vivo.
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